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pitchwheel was designed to be a vst plug-in that will change the pitch of a sound without changing it's length. it has a large, easy to use dial and simple parameters making it a fast and creative effect unit. it has a range of two semi-tones to two octaves, which gives you control from subtle tuning
changes to wild swings of pitch. the user pointer acts as a desired pitch change, and the actual pitch is produced by smoothing and inertia controls pitchwheel was designed to be a vst plug-in that will change the pitch of a sound without changing it's length. it has a large, easy to use dial and
simple parameters making it a fast and creative effect unit. it has a range of two semi-tones to two octaves, which gives you control from subtle tuning changes to wild swings of pitch. the user pointer acts as a desired pitch change, and the actual pitch is produced by smoothing and inertia

controls. pitchwheel moves towards the desired pitch at sample accuracy, enabling nice transitions without stepping. a dj turntable feel can be created with some play, but the difference here is that the tempo remains the same, so your track can go on without sequence timing changes. pitchwheel
was designed to be a vst plug-in that will change the pitch of a sound without changing it's length. it has a large, easy to use dial and simple parameters making it a fast and creative effect unit. it has a range of two semi-tones to two octaves, which gives you control from subtle tuning changes to

wild swings of pitch. the user pointer acts as a desired pitch change, and the actual pitch is produced by smoothing and inertia controls. pitchwheel moves towards the desired pitch at sample accuracy, enabling nice transitions without stepping. a dj turntable feel can be created with some play, but
the difference here is that the tempo remains the same, so your track can go on without sequence timing changes.
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